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Executive summary

In June 1998, at an Organization of African Unity’s sum-

mit in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, African Heads of State

signed the Protocol to establish the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights. The breakthrough was the

result of four solid years of hard work, intense negotiations

and compromise to reach a common position. How disap-

pointing for Africa’s peoples then, that ten years after the

Protocol’s adoption, the Court has yet to hear a case. 

There is no doubt about the scale of the needs. In the

time that has elapsed, countless human rights violations

have taken place on the African continent, with minori-

ties and indigenous peoples particularly affected. As some

of the poorest and most vulnerable  communities on the

continent, minority and indigenous people experience

multiple human rights violations on a daily basis. Yet, due

to their marginalized position, states are often indifferent

to their plight. A strong legal mechanism is therefore

essential if the rights of Africa’s minorities and indigenous

peoples are to be realised. 

But it would be misleading to say that no progress has

been made. Some important steps have been taken: judges

have been appointed, rules of procedure have been elabo-

rated, and the location for the Court – Arusha in

Tanzania – has been established. But as this report out-

lines, there has been more work on logistics than on the

real issues. The goal of a functioning, effective Court

threatens to be derailed by bureaucracy.  

One of the most important issues is the relationship

between the African Commission and African Court. The

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights is

currently the main human rights monitoring body on the

continent and, encouragingly, states have been increasing-

ly willing to engage with its work.  However, the African

Commission is a quasi-judicial body and the states’ track

record of enforcing its decisions has been poor.  

The African Court is to complement the protective

mandate of the African Commission by issuing binding

decisions and ordering specific remedies. But, as this

report shows, rivalry between the two institutions has

hampered the establishment of a proper working relation-

ship. It is vital that these differences are overcome –

especially as, in the early years, most of the African

Court’s cases are likely to be referred to it by the African

Commission.  

With stronger political will from Africa’s states, these

obstacles could be overcome. But having voted to establish

the African Court, states are wary about seeing it come to

fruition. So far only two – Mali and Burkina Faso – have

granted individuals and NGOs direct access to the Court.

Furthermore, only 24 out of the possible 53 member states

of the African Union are parties to the Protocol at present,

and even these signatures have only been possible after

serious lobbying from members of civil society. 

Africa’s civil society will continue to play a vital role in

championing the African Court. But it is not their

responsibility alone. States are obliged to live up to the

promise that they made to their people a decade ago. As

this report makes plain, it is in their interest to do so: an

effective Court will help to anchor democracy on the con-

tinent, ultimately creating stronger and more prosperous

nations. 

The old legal adage is ‘justice delayed is justice

denied’. Ten years is long enough. The African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights must start its work.
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Timelines

Significant steps towards the
establishment of the African Court on
Human and Peoples’ Rights 

• January 1961: The idea of an African Court is mooted at the
meeting of African Jurists in Lagos, Nigeria – see the Law of
Lagos, 7 January 1961. 

• September 1995: Draft document on an African Human Rights
Court is produced by a meeting of experts in Cape Town, South
Africa. 

• April 1997: Second meeting of government legal experts to dis-
cuss the draft Protocol to the African Charter is held in
Nouakchott, Mauritania.

• December 1997: Third and final meeting of government legal
experts to discuss the draft Protocol to the African Charter, bol-
stered by the presence of diplomats, is held in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.

• December 1997: Draft Protocol is adopted by the conference of
OAU Ministers of Justice/Attorneys General.

• 9 June 1998: Adoption of the Protocol to the African Charter
Establishing the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights
(Protocol to the African Charter), in Ouagadougou, Burkina
Faso.

• 11 July 2003: Adoption of the Protocol to the African Union
Court of Justice, in Maputo, Mozambique.

• 25 January 2004: Entry into force of the Protocol to the African
Charter, establishing the African Court on Human and Peoples’
Rights.

• July 2004: The African Union (AU) Assembly decides to merge
the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights with the
African Court of Justice.

• 13–14 January 2005: A panel of legal experts meets in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, to draft a Protocol on the Integration of the
African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights and the Court of
Justice of the AU.

• January 2005: The draft merger instrument is presented to the
Executive Council of the AU at the summit in Abuja, Nigeria.
The Executive Council decides that the operationalization of
the African Court should continue without prejudice.

• July 2005: The Assembly of Heads of State and Government in
Sirte, Libya, decides that the African Human Rights Court
should be set up and the processes towards putting it into
operation should begin. 

• 21–25 November 2005: A working group on the draft single
legal instrument relating to the merger of the African Court on
Human and Peoples’ Rights and the Court of Justice of the AU
meets to examine the draft document. 

• 22 January 2006: The first 11 judges of the African Court on
Human and Peoples’ Rights are elected by the AU Summit in
Khartoum, Sudan.

• 2 June 2006: The inaugural members (judges) of the African
Court are sworn in in Banjul, The Gambia.

• 31 August 2007: The Host Agreement to situate the Court in
Arusha, Tanzania, is signed between the United Republic of Tan-
zania and the AU. 

• 18 April 2008: AU Ministers of Justice and Attorneys General
resolve that non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and indi-
viduals only have direct access to the African Court if a state
party makes an explicit declaration to that effect. They also
agree that the composition of the court be increased from 11 to
16 members. Both of those resolutions are subsequently adopt-
ed by the AU Heads of States and Government in July 2008.

• 2 June 2008: The terms of two judges of the African Court
expire before any cases are considered.

Significant events that have influenced the
general human rights landscape in Africa 

• 25 May 1963: Adoption of the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) Charter in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

• 10 September 1969: Adoption of the OAU Convention Gov-
erning the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

• Late 1960s and 1970s: State of human rights on the African
continent becomes deplorable, with numerous military coups,
juntas and dictatorships, leading to concerted calls for the
establishment of an institutional mechanism to promote and
protect human and peoples’ rights. 

• 21 June 1981: Adoption of the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights, in Nairobi, Kenya.

• 21 October 1986: Entry into force of the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights (commemorated annually as
Africa Human Rights Day).

• 2 November 1987: Inauguration of the African Commission on
Human and Peoples’ Rights, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (today
based in Banjul, The Gambia)

• 30 June 1989: Lt Gen. Omar Hassan Ahmad al Bashir stages a
military coup in Sudan. He and his Khartoum government are
accused of overseeing crimes against humanity and severe
violation of human rights especially in Southern Sudan and
Darfur.

• July 1990: Adoption of the African Charter on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

• May 1991: Mohamed Siad Barre, who ruled Somalia from
1969 to 1991, is deposed and exiled. Somalia descends into

civil war and has not had an effective central government
since. 

• 6 April–mid July 1994: The Rwanda genocide. According to
the United Nations (UN) approximately 800,000–1 million
Hutus were massacred.

• 27 April 1994: The first multi-racial democratic elections in
South Africa bring an end to apartheid. Nobel Laureate Nel-
son Mandela becomes President.

• 10 November 1995: Execution of the Ogoni 9, including Ken
Saro-Wiwa, writer, environmentalist and President of the
Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni people of the Niger
Delta in Nigeria (a minority and indigenous group). They are
executed by the military dictatorship of General Sani Abacha,
despite appeals by the African Commission on Human and
Peoples’ Rights not to do so pending a final determination of
the case.

• 11 July 2000: Adoption of the Constitutive Act of the African
Union in Lome, Togo. 

• 26 May 2001: Entry into force of the Constitutive Act of the
African Union.

• February 2003–present: Darfur conflict in Southern Sudan.
According to the United Nations more than 200,000 people
are estimated to have died and at least 2 million have been
displaced from their homes.1

• 11 July 2003: Adoption of the Protocol to the African Charter
on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in
Africa in Maputo, Mozambique.

• 31 December 2007: Violence breaks out in Kenya over disput-
ed presidential elections and degenerates into ethnic conflict.
The violence claims the lives of over 1,500 people and dis-
places over 600,000 Kenyans.



Yasir Sid Ahmed Hassan, outgoing Vice-Chair of the

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights

(African Commission), remarked during the African

Commission’s 42nd Ordinary Session in Congo Brazza-

ville, in November 2007 that ‘the general human rights

landscape on the African continent remains a cause for

grave concern. From east to west, north to south, the

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights con-

tinues to receive complaints on violations of all categories

of human rights.’ 

The journey towards an effective human rights system

in Africa has been long and arduous, and, while still far

from being achieved, significant progress has been made.

The current African Commission, the main human rights

monitoring body on the continent at present – has estab-

lished some important working practices and

jurisprudence, but has been hampered by myriad con-

straints – among them, that its recommendations are not

legally binding, that they have therefore not been imple-

mented, the African Commission’s lack of visibility on the

continent to the wider public and its inadequate resources. 

From the 1990s, champions of human rights and vic-

tims of human rights in Africa pushed for the

establishment of a judicial institution that would be effec-

tive in protecting human and peoples’ rights on the

continent. Their efforts paid off when the Protocol to the

African Charter Establishing an African Court on Human

and Peoples’ Rights (Protocol to the African Charter) was

finally adopted in 1998. However, 10 years on since the

adoption of the Protocol, the African Court has yet to

consider any human rights cases, even though its judges

were inaugurated in January 2006. 

For minorities and indigenous peoples, the establish-

ment of the African Court is of particular importance.

This is because – as the African Commission has noted –

‘protection and promotion of the human rights of the

most marginalized and excluded groups on the continent

is a major concern’.2 Vulnerable and marginalized groups

such as minority peoples in Africa have put a lot of hope

in that institution to be an effective framework that will

redress the human rights violations they face.

Hussein Barre of ‘Truth be Told’ Network, an organi-

zation that is assisting the Kenyan Somali community – a

linguistic and religious minority community – in a case

alleging massive human rights violations by the state dur-

ing the infamous Wagalla Massacre of 19843 is optimistic

that the African Court will be a forum of choice for many

minority peoples.4 According to Barre: 

‘given the complicity of the state in some of the mas-

sive human rights violations against minority peoples

and the numerous hurdles of finding recourse at the

domestic level due to political interference, minority

peoples are likely to turn to the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights to vindicate their rights’. 5

Ahola Ejembi of the Civil Liberties Organisation in Nige-

ria and member of the Akweyi people – who self-identify

as a minority group in Nigeria – concurs and adds that: 

‘due to political repression, exclusion and discrimina-

tion against minority peoples such as the Akweyi

people of Nigeria, the domestic legal framework is

often insensitive and out of touch to the claims and

rights of our people. Our language, for example, is

almost extinct. And it is therefore encouraging to

know that when we fail to find recourse in our courts

we can turn to the African Court on Human and

Peoples’ Rights, and importantly so since its decisions

will be binding on our states.’ 6

But as we shall see, despite high expectations, questions

remain about the accessibility of the African Court to

victims of human rights violations. Even when it is opera-

tional, will the African Court make a difference to the

culture of impunity, and the often deplorable state of

human rights on the continent? 

This report briefly surveys the political context for

human rights in Africa. It examines the transformation of

the Organization of African Unity (OAU) into the

African Union (AU), and the place and contribution of

the regional human rights monitoring mechanism hither-

to – the African Commission on Human and Peoples’

Rights. The principal focus of the report is on the estab-

lishment of an African Court on Human and Peoples’

Rights. The report examines the process of adopting the

Protocol to the African Charter, its current status and

provisions that are relevant to the protection of minorities

and indigenous peoples in Africa. The structure and man-

date of the African Court relative to the protection of

minorities andindigenous peoples is also examined. Final-

ly, the report makes some recommendations.

Introduction
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In order to appreciate the role of politics in the protection

and promotion of human rights in Africa, it is useful to

commence by briefly tracing the evolution of the first

continental inter-governmental political organization, the

OAU.7 That is necessary given the primary role played by

that institution in shaping and influencing inter-state rela-

tions and in the adoption of instruments relevant to

human rights on the continent. 

The OAU was established at the height of the decolo-

nization processes in Africa in 1963, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia.8 Its primary focus was to unify the independent

states and facilitate the end of colonialism on the conti-

nent.9 The issue of human rights was not deemed by the

leaders at that time to be a matter of pressing concern.10

Indeed, soon after gaining their independence, most

African states were mainly concerned with building the

nation, often displaying a disregard for human rights stan-

dards.11 The states were less inclined to advance the

human rights causes of their neighbours even when there

was need to – on the grounds that it would be tanta-

mount to interfering with state sovereignty.12

The late 1960s to the early 1980s was a period when

African states were still trying to grapple with consolidat-

ing their hold on power.13 Dictators and despots emerged

through one-party rule and military coups. Some of the

notorious regimes include those of Jean-Bedel Bokassa in

Central Africa, Idi Amin in Uganda, Fernando Macias

Nguema in the Republic of Equatorial Guinea, Mobutu

Sese Seko of Zaire, Mengistu Haille Mariam of Ethiopia,

Siad Barre of Somalia and Kamuzu Banda of Malawi.14

At the height of military and one-party rule, states of

emergency abrogated human rights and illegally ousted

the intervention of democratic institutions.15 Communi-

ties that were not represented adequately within the ruling

political echelons of the country mainly due to their

minority status became marginalized and excluded from

skewed development projects and policies.16 Indeed,

among the casualties of states’ efforts to adopt pro-

grammes that were suited to enrich those in power were

ethnic, linguistic and religious minorities.17 Minority and

indigenous peoples were often left on the sidelines of the

legal and policy frameworks of the state structures as a

result of their inadequate representation at the decision-

making levels.18 As a result, most of these groups remain

among the poorest of the poor and lack access to state

resources and institutions designed to protect their funda-

mental human rights.19

The OAU preferred to tackle disputes and problems

on the continent through non-confrontational means

such as mediation, arbitration, conciliation and use of the

good offices of African leaders.20 However, while these

methods were used to deal with various issues bedevilling

the continent, they were rarely employed to redress

human rights violations.21 A major limitation of the ami-

cable dispute resolution mechanism of the OAU was that

it was ‘reactive and remedial rather than proactive and

preventive’.22 The measures were only employed on an ad

hoc basis, normally after great damage such as ‘loss of life

and damage to property’.23 In recognition of the limita-

tion of its ad hoc measures to deal with problems on the

continent, the OAU adopted a Mechanism for Conflict

Prevention, Management and Resolution.24

Amidst serious human rights abuses on the continent

by states in the 1960s and 1970s, intense pressure and

calls for the establishment of a regional human rights

monitoring mechanism were mounted by civil society

organizations and the United Nations.25 These efforts cul-

minated in the adoption by the OAU of the African

Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.26 The OAU has

since adopted a number of other treaties aimed at redress-

ing the situation of human rights in Africa.27 However,

these treaties have remained largely paper aspirations

against a backdrop of continuing human rights violations.

There are myriad reasons for this, but Professor Adebayo

Adedeji, a former UN Under-Secretary-General, who is

currently leading the AU mediation efforts in Kenya,

identifies inadequate political accountability in African

states as one of the main causes for this.28 In states where

democratic institutions are weak, and where power is con-

centrated in the hands of the president, there is little to

check politically instigated trials and detentions, assassina-

tions, muzzling of the media and free press, and breach of

social/economic rights.29

The culture of impunity on the African continent is

another cause of the poor state of the human rights record

of most countries.30 While some African leaders remain

accused of committing serious human rights abuses in

their countries, the law has often been applied selectively

to leave an impression that those leaders are above the

law.31 In Cameroon, for example, as recently as 2008, the

Constitution was amended to allow President Paul Biya to

contest elections as long as he so wishes.32 The Constitu-

tion of Cameroon additionally excludes him from being

held accountable for any actions that he may have taken

The political context for human 
rights in Africa
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while in office whenever he leaves office. Only recently

has the power of the presidency begun to be challenged –

partly by the spread of democracy on the continent and

partly by developments in international criminal law. This

has led to the indictment and trial of the former Liberian

leader Charles Taylor by the Special Court for Sierra

Leone, and, in July 2008, the prosecutor of the Interna-

tional Criminal Court at the Hague sought an arrest

warrant for Sudanese President Omar El Bashir on the

grounds of genocide, crimes against humanity and war

crimes carried out during the conflict in Darfur. 

The promise of the
transformation of the OAU into
the AU with regard to protection
of human rights in Africa

In 2002, the OAU transformed into the AU, heralding

new developments and initiatives, especially with regard

to the protection of human rights on the continent.33 The

Constitutive Act of the AU expressly states that one of its

main objectives is to promote and protect human and

peoples’ rights in accordance with the African Charter and

other relevant human rights instruments.34 In addition,

the Constitutive Act obliges member states to promote

gender equality and social justice, ensure balanced eco-

nomic development, and to condemn and reject impunity

and unconstitutional changes of government.35 While

maintaining the principle of non-interference in the inter-

nal affairs of member states, the Constitutive Act also

makes provisions establishing, in essence, the principle of

non-indifference to the internal affairs of member states.

Thus, the Constitutive Act specifically provides for the

right of the AU to intervene in a member state in respect

of grave circumstances, namely: war crimes, genocide and

crimes against humanity.36 It also provides for the right of

member states to request intervention from the AU in

order to restore peace and security. Ultimately, the AU

aims to promote and ensure peace, security and stability

on the continent.37

Within the AU framework, various institutions and

organs have been established, most, if not all of which

will be directly or indirectly responsible for human rights

protection and promotion. These organs include: the

Assembly of the Union (comprised of Heads of States and

the Government of the AU); the Executive Council; the

Pan-African Parliament; the Court of Justice; the African

Commission; the Permanent Representative Committee;

the Specialized Technical Committees; the Economic,

Social and Cultural Council; and Financial Institutions.38

The AU has also incorporated other programmes and ini-

tiatives, such as the African Peer Review Mechanism of

the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD)39

and the Conference on Security, Stability, Development

and Cooperation in Africa (CSSDCA). 

NEPAD is an ambitious economic programme aimed

at increasing capital flow into African economies by

increasing transparency, improving the democratic image

of governments, and liberalizing trade. The African Peer

Review Mechanism (APRM) under NEPAD is aimed at

encouraging states to, among others, carry out self-assess-

ment on their human rights, rule of law and democratic

standards. The APRM process has been significant in its

forthright approach of engaging states in self-assessment

of their economic and human rights record – including

their deficiencies. Reports of the APRM, which so far

have covered Ghana, Kenya, Rwanda and South Africa,

have made useful recommendations to the states con-

cerned which, if implemented, would transform the

human rights landscape on the continent. The CSSDCA

is a unified strategy for development, linking the issues of

security, stability, development and cooperation in a com-

prehensive and integrated fashion, recognizing that one

flows into the other and that it is impossible to tackle any

of these issues without concern for the others. 

It is worth noting that the AU has increasingly

employed some of its powers to intervene and protect peo-

ple from human rights abuses, especially when they have

occurred on a massive scale.40 That is evident for example

in Darfur, Somalia and Burundi, where the AU has sent

peacekeeping forces – although admittedly with mixed

results.41 In addition, the AU also sanctioned the use of

force in October 2007, when AU troops mainly drawn

from Tanzania helped the central government of Comoros

to regain control of the semi-autonomous island of

Anjouan.42 The AU is increasingly taking on the role of

active mediation to stop human rights abuses and prevent

countries slipping into civil crisis. This was evident in

Kenya in early 2008, where the Chair of the AU, President

John Kufuor of Ghana, intervened in the Kenya post-elec-

tion crisis despite initial reluctance by the state itself.

While not entirely successful, the diplomatic talks opened

the gates for the mediation efforts led by former UN Sec-

retary-General Kofi Annan. In July 2006, the AU was also

instrumental in convincing Senegal’s President Abdoulaye

Wade to agree to begin the prosecution of former Chadian

President Hissène Habré. Habré, exiled in Senegal, is

accused of crimes against humanity, war crimes and tor-

ture committed during his 1982–90 rule of Chad.43

The AU has also increasingly employed sanctions to

punish a number of recalcitrant states, with some success.

It has for instance placed travel and economic sanctions

on several of its members, as well as barring some from

actively participating in decision-making during its sum-
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mits. Madagascar for instance was barred from the AU

inauguration summit in 2002 because of doubts over the

legitimacy of its president.44 The AU also suspended Togo

and urged its members to impose economic and travel

sanctions on the Togolese government during an uncon-

stitutional change of leadership in February 2005.45 This

AU intervention was successful: the Togolese government

acquiesced and held elections in April 2005. Unfortunate-

ly, various observer groups deemed these elections to be

neither free nor fair. 

While the AU has had relative success by using its

powers to impose sanctions on a number of countries, it

has largely been reluctant to take such measures with

regard to some states that are considered influential or

that have ‘powerful friends’.46 It has instead resulted in

mere condemnation, mediation and the despatch of

peacekeeping forces. Among the countries that would

undeniably invite AU sanctions are Sudan and Zimbabwe.

While the AU was instrumental in preventing Sudan from

assuming the chair of the AU in January 2007 when it

was perceived to be its turn to do so – on the grounds

that the country has failed to address massive human

rights abuses in Darfur – it still refuses to impose sanc-

tions.47 Zimbabwe has failed to attract AU sanctions

despite the blatant disregard for its peoples’ human rights,

largely because of unwavering support from South Africa,

which is a major and influential political player in the

sub-region and the continent. 

The political shift towards an
African human rights
monitoring mechanism 
The notion of establishing an African human rights moni-

toring mechanism is credited to the efforts of members of

civil society and in particular the International Commis-

sion of Jurists (ICJ).48 It was at a conference on the rule of

law organized by the ICJ in Lagos, Nigeria, in January

1961, that ‘the idea of an African Court on Human and

People’s Rights was first mooted’.49 The meeting was

attended by jurists consisting of ‘194 judges, practising

lawyers and teachers of law from 23 African nations as well

as 9 countries of other continents’.50 However, the idea of

having a court remained just that – an idea. It was not

included in the first regional human rights treaty of 1981

– the African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights.

Keba M’baye, who chaired the Committee of Experts

that drafted the African Charter on Human and Peoples’

Rights in the late 1970s, admits that the idea of an

African human rights judicial institution had been con-

ceived during the drafting of the Charter.51 He explains

that the proposal for a judicial institution was rejected

during the drafting of the African Charter on the grounds

that it was premature.52 It appears that the drafters of the

Charter opted for a pragmatic alternative that would not

antagonize the political leaders of the time. This was in

the form of a quasi-judicial organ – the African Commis-

sion on Human and Peoples’ Rights – which lacked real

powers and was answerable to the OAU political organs. 

According to Professor Frans Viljoen, the Director of

the Centre for Human Rights, University of Pretoria, the

decision by the African leaders of the time to establish

only ‘a quasi judicial organ was deliberate’, in sync with

the political atmosphere of the time.53 African states were

not amenable to being hauled before an ‘adversarial and

adjudicative judicial institution’ to account for the human

rights violations that were rife in almost every country.54

Nsongurua Udombana, a human rights expert, traces

the rationale for this to the argument that ‘traditional

African dispute settlement places a premium on the

improvement of relations between the parties on the basis

of equity, good conscience, and fair play rather than on

strict legality’.55 It is not surprising, therefore, that a quasi-

judicial organ was settled on as a compromise. 

However, the African Commission – with its attendant

limitations – was seen as outdated by the early 1990s, when

a wave of democratic change was sweeping across the conti-

nent. Multi-party politics was swiftly dismantling one-party

rule in the majority of African states.56 This came hot on

the heels of the collapse of communism in the Eastern bloc

in 1989, which had inspired one-party rule.57 The desire for

change was also influenced by internal and external pres-

sure from donors and international actors. The World Bank

and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), for example,

preconditioned financial aid on reforms. 

According to Charles Fombad, a Professor of Law at

the University of Botswana: ‘As democratization swept

through the continent, it generated expectations of a new

dawn and the end of an era of corrupt, authoritarian and

incompetent dictatorships that had earned the continent

notoriety for political instability, civil wars, famine, dis-

ease and similar ills.’58 These developments brought about

a ‘change of heart’59 at the continental level and it is there-

fore not surprising that establishment of the African

Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights began garnering

support from states.

The campaign for an African Court on Human and

Peoples’ Rights received a political boost in 1993. The

then Secretary-General to the Organization of African

Unity (OAU), Salim Ahmed Salim, acquiesced ‘that the

time had come for an African Court on Human Rights’.60

A year later, in 1994, the Assembly of Heads of States and

Government of the OAU authorized its Secretary-General

to consider the establishment of an African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights.61
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Contribution of the African
Commission to the protection
and promotion of human rights
on the continent

Before we consider the possibilities presented by the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights, it is worth-

while considering the contribution made by the African

Commission. This was inaugurated in 1987, six years

after the adoption of the African Charter. At the time –

the late 1980s to early 1990s – human rights standards on

the continent were abhorrent. South Africa for example

was reeling under apartheid. In Kenya, President Daniel

Arap Moi unleashed a crackdown on political dissidents

including the media. In Nigeria, terror reigned amidst

coup attempts. Ethiopia was bombing civilians as its civil

war intensified.62

The African Commission’s secretariat is based in Ban-

jul, The Gambia. The Commission itself, made up of 11

members – African personalities with the ‘highest reputa-

tion and integrity’ – meets twice a year (15 days per

session) in ordinary sessions63 and can hold extra-ordinary

sessions.64

The mandate of the African Commission includes the

promotion, protection and interpretation of the African

Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.65 The promotion-

al mandate of the African Commission entails, among

others, human rights education, sensitization and raising

awareness of the African Charter. This function is crucial

because if people are not aware of their rights they cannot

fully enjoy them, and certainly cannot ensure their respect

and protection. The African Commission has carried out

this mandate by conducting promotional missions, where-

by Commissioners visit states to disseminate information

about the African Charter and the African Commission.

With regard to minorities and indigenous peoples, during

promotional missions and study visits the African Com-

mission has called upon state parties to the African

Charter to institute effective measures to redress the con-

tinued subjugation and discrimination faced by

indigenous peoples in Africa.66

The African Commission has also employed other spe-

cial mechanisms, such as Special Rapporteurs and

Working Groups, to carry out its promotional mandate 67

and undertake specific activities on various thematic

human rights issues of concern on the continent. Some of

these mechanisms have raised the profile of the African

Commission and made gains in its protection and promo-

tion of human rights. Most notable is the Commission’s

Working Group of Experts on the Situation of Indigenous

Peoples/Communities in Africa.68 Naomi Kipuri, a mem-

ber of the Working Group of Experts, avers that through

the expert mechanism, the African Commission was able

to tackle this important human rights issue on the conti-

nent,69 despite initial resistance by some members of the

Commission and states generally.70 For some African

states, the question of the definition of who is indigenous

in Africa seems to be one of the fundamental concerns.71

States have expressed concern that the lack of a definition

would cause conflict and tension among various ethnic

groups resident within their territories.72 They argue that a

lack of defined parameters of the groups to whom the

concept ‘indigenous’ applies is likely to cause problems of

implementation, especially in light of the fact that they

consider all Africans to be indigenous to the continent.73

African states appear wary of the possibility that the

recognition of a certain section of their population as

indigenous would be tantamount to according those

groups preferential treatment. They also fear that it would

lead to secession of the recognized ‘indigenous peoples’

and destabilize regional peace.74

The Working Group has tried to overcome these fears.

One example of a successful contribution by the Working

Group is the recent adoption of the first and only legal

opinion by the African Commission on Human and Peo-

ples’ Rights.75 Marianne Jensen, a member of the Working

Group, is of the view that the legal opinion in support of

the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

may have been instrumental in the final adoption of the

Declaration by African states.76 Previously, African states

had refused to support the Declaration, and were thus

holding up the passing of an important tool for protect-

ing the rights of indigenous peoples, which had taken

over two decades of global negotiations to accomplish.77

This delay was due to a number of concerns,78 including: 

(a) the definition of indigenous peoples;

(b) the issue of self-determination;

(c) the issue of land ownership and the exploitation of

resources;

(d) the establishment of distinct political and economic

institutions; and

(e) the issue of national and territorial integrity.79

The Advisory Opinion of the African Commission on

Human and Peoples’ Rights comprehensively responded

to each of these concerns. The gist of the opinion was to

demonstrate that the apprehension on the part of African

states was unfounded. The opinion clarified that the stan-

dards and norms enumerated by the Declaration were

indeed consistent with the African Charter on Human

and Peoples’ Rights.80

Jensen says that: ‘The opinion received overwhelming

support from the Commission and member states.’
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Robert Eno, a senior legal officer with the African Com-

mission, equally holds the view that: 

‘while there is no empirical evidence as to the influ-

ence the opinion had on African states in voting for

the adoption of the UN Declaration on Indigenous

Peoples, its considerable weight in their eventual deci-

sion to support the Declaration in New York cannot

be discounted.’ 81

It is instructive to note that while the African Commis-

sion has not yet formally endorsed the concept of

minorities in Africa,82 it has undertaken a study on indige-

nous populations/communities in Africa.83 In Africa most

indigenous peoples fall within the ambit of ethnic and

linguistic minority groups, and generally espouse similar

claims. There are some differences in some of the rights

some minority peoples may seek, however – especially

related to language, citizenship and religion – hence the

continued agitation by some minority groups for a dis-

tinct forum (separate from the Working Group of Experts

on Indigenous Populations) to ventilate their issues before

the African Commission.84

The protective function of the African Commission

includes consideration of complaints alleging human rights

violations. These complaints (commonly referred to as

communications) can be submitted by individuals, NGOs

or state parties85 to the African Charter alleging that a state

party has violated specific rights as stipulated under the

African Charter. This makes the African Commission one

of the most flexible regional human rights instruments,

entertaining complaints from anyone regarding violations

of human rights by a state party to the Charter. In bringing

forward a communication, the complainant need not be, or

know, the victim but simply has to comply with the provi-

sions under Article 56 of the African Charter.86 That

approach gives credence and generous access to the African

Commission to anyone who has an interest in the protec-

tion of human rights in Africa, whether the person is a

victim or not. The generous interpretation by the African

Commission, allowing anyone seized of a human rights

complaint to take it to the Commission, has enabled

NGOs and activists to take up cases of human rights viola-

tions on the continent that would otherwise not have

reached the Commission. Such an interpretation is crucial

given the lack of capacity by most victims of human rights

violations, especially minority peoples, to take cases to the

African Commission, because of lack of resources, illiteracy

and limited awareness, if any, of the mechanism.

However, it should be noted that the African Commis-

sion is considering requiring that persons who submit cases

should have some form of formal instruction by the victim

of the human rights violations.87 That move is meant to

avoid scenarios where some of the litigants abandon cases

as soon as the case’s profile diminishes.88 While examining

these communications, the African Commission first seeks

an amicable resolution of the matter, and should that fail,

after consideration makes recommendations to the AU

Assembly of Heads of State and Government.89

In executing its protective mandate, the African Com-

mission has progressively interpreted the African Charter.

Despite a challenge by Nigeria to its capacity and man-

date to consider cases and issue recommendations, the

African Commission defended its actions and correctly

ruled that it was within its legal powers.90 The African

Commission has entertained numerous cases alleging

human rights violations, which can either be individual or

group rights breaches. Some of the human rights cases

that the African Commission has considered have sought

to vindicate the rights of minority peoples.91 In a case that

was submitted by one of the minority peoples of the

Democratic Republic of Congo (then Zaire) – Katangese

peoples – the African Commission, while not finding a

violation of the right to self-determination, importantly

endorsed the applicability of internal self-determination.92

According to the African Commission ‘Katanga is obliged

to exercise a variant of self-determination that is compati-

ble with the sovereignty and territorial integrity of

Zaire’.93

One of the most important jurisprudential contribu-

tions of the African Commission with regard to the

protection of minority peoples’ rights in Africa is its find-

ing on the case involving the Ogoni peoples of Nigeria.94

The case concerned the allegations of degradation of

Ogoniland (in the Niger Delta of Nigeria) caused by Shell

Corporation in collusion with the Nigerian government.95

The African Commission found in favour of the Ogoni

peoples and held that the government of Nigeria had vio-

lated various fundamental rights of the Ogoni peoples,

including their socio-economic rights such as housing,

food, health, as well as group rights such as environmental

rights and rights over natural resources.96

The African Commission has also reacted to allega-

tions of serious human rights violations on the continent

and has undertaken fact-finding missions to investigate

allegations of massive human rights violations within

member states.97 At the end of each mission, reports are

published with recommendations on how to improve the

human rights situation in the country concerned. 

The African Commission is also mandated to cooper-

ate with other African and international institutions

concerned with the promotion and protection of human

and peoples’ rights.98 To this end, cooperation has been

sought with organizations such as the Inter-American

Commission and Inter-American Court on Human

Rights and other international and national human rights
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NGOs. The African Commission has improved its work-

ing relations with NGOs,99 national human rights

institutions, and more high-ranking states delegates and

other interested parties now participate in the sessions of

the African Commission.100 Marianne Jensen of the Inter-

national Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA)

commends the African Commission’s increasing willing-

ness to cooperate with NGOs in its work.101 Through the

work, technical support and resource assistance of civil

society organizations such IWGIA, the African Commis-

sion has established and been able to maintain the

Working Group of Experts on Indigenous

Populations/Communities in Africa. 

The African Commission also grants observer status to

NGOs that satisfy minimum criteria to enable them to

participate actively during its ordinary sessions. Members

of civil society contribute and propose means and strate-

gies to resolve various issues of a human rights nature on

the continent. Civil society organizations, through the

NGO forum, prepare and submit draft resolutions on

human rights issues for the African Commission’s consid-

eration and possible adoption. Some of these resolutions

have condemned states’ complicity in human rights viola-

tions, such as in Darfur, Nigeria and Rwanda. They have

also included urging states to respect and protect human

rights defenders, women, refugees and internally displaced

persons, minorities and indigenous peoples. The NGO

forum, since 2007, has urged the African Commission to

deal with human rights issues faced by minority peoples.102

Individual NGOs have also made similar calls during the

public session of the African Commission, reinforcing the

need for additional attention to be paid to minorities. 

In conformity with Article 62 of the African Charter,

states are required to submit periodic reports to the

African Commission for consideration. State reporting has

provided a forum for state parties to account for the

human rights situation and standards in their countries.103

The state reporting exercise brings the African Commis-

sion as well as the state parties together to dialogue and

find solutions to the problems of human rights in their

respective countries. States in Africa are now taking seri-

ously the work of the African Commission, as is evident

in the increasingly high-ranking state officials who per-

sonally present, thoroughly engage, and respond to

queries as well as points of clarifications during state

reporting. The African Commission in turn presents the

state with Concluding Observations comprised of recom-

mendations and information on how the state can meet

its obligations under the African Charter. Importantly for

minorities and indigenous peoples in Africa, members of

the African Commission are increasingly engaging state

parties during state reporting on the measures they have

adopted to recognize and protect the rights of indigenous

peoples, including affirmative action initiatives.104 It is

worthy of note that, while not mentioning minorities, the

African Commission has urged states to respect their peo-

ples’ ethnic, linguistic and religious diversity as a means of

preventing recurrent conflict in Africa.105

Limitations of the African
Commission on Human and
Peoples’ Rights 
The African Commission’s success in protecting human

rights in Africa is severely limited by several factors. First

is the issue of the Commission’s independence. In the past

the African Commission’s membership comprised high-

ranking government officials, including ambassadors,

attorneys general and cabinet ministers. Such a composi-

tion raised questions, at least in the public perception,

regarding the independence of the said officials in execut-

ing their functions, despite the fact that the African

Charter provides that they are elected in their personal

capacity. In an apparent response to criticism by some of

the members of the African Commission, members of

civil society and victims of human rights violations, the

AU issued guidelines to state parties on nomination to the

African Commission and the African Court on Human

and Peoples’ Rights.106 The guidelines provide that: ‘the

candidates should not be a member of government, a

minister or under-secretary of a state, a diplomatic repre-

sentative, a director of a ministry or one of its

subordinates, or a legal advisor to a foreign office’.107 Elec-

tions of the current members of the African Commission

on Human and Peoples’ Rights ‘reflect conformity by

state parties to that guideline’.108

Related to the question of independence is the issue of

funding to the African Commission. Over the years the

African Commission has decried the inadequacy of the

resources that were made available by the AU for the exe-

cution of its expansive mandate.109 Considering its vast

mandate, the African Commission has depended on extra-

budgetary funding from donors due to the insufficiency

of the funds it receives from the AU. In turn, some states

criticized the African Commission for being influenced in

its agenda and activities by the vested interests of foreign

NGOs.110 In 2008, the AU decided to increase the bud-

getary allocation to the African Commission on Human

and Peoples Rights by over 400 per cent in order to

ensure that the Commission ended its dependency on

erratic donor funding.111

One of the other persistent constraints on the work of

the African Commission remains lack of awareness of its

existence and mandate amongst African peoples. Accord-

ing to Evelyn Ankumah, the Executive Director of Africa
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Legal Aid and a leading commentator on the African

human rights system, the effectiveness of the Commission

has been hampered by lack of publicity regarding its

work.112 The need to create awareness of the African Char-

ter and the African Commission cannot be over-

emphasized. Although in the recent past the Commission

has significantly improved its public relations and engage-

ment with the public, there is still a lot room for further

advances.113 Members of the African Commission and the

secretariat should be encouraged to publish and dissemi-

nate opinions and public information. The African

Commission should also build partnerships with research

institutions with printing and editing capacity in order to

guarantee regular publication of its annual activity reports

and other documents relevant for its promotional man-

date.

One of the greatest constraints to the effectiveness of

the African Commission’s protective mandate is related to

the lack of implementation and enforcement of its recom-

mendations to state parties.114 Indeed, this is one of the

greatest frustrations expressed by victims of human rights

violations.115 Nigeria, for instance, even disputed the

Commission’s mandate to consider cases, let alone issue

recommendations. In the case of Civil Liberties Organisa-

tion v. Nigeria,116 the military dictatorship of Sani Abacha

suspended the application of the African Charter in Nige-

ria. The African Commission’s finding that Nigeria had

violated its human rights obligations brought protests

from the state. The state argued that the African Commis-

sion lacked judicial capacity to make such

recommendations.117 Although the Commission subse-

quently made it clear that it does have a mandate to

consider cases and issue recommendations, these have

largely gone ignored.118

Peter Kiplangat Cheruiyot, a programme officer with

the Ogiek Welfare Development Program – Kenya, says

that the problem of lack of enforcement of the recom-

mendations of the African Commission is the result of the

reluctance of members of minorities and indigenous com-

munities to take cases to the institution.119 In his words: 

‘Our people struggle to even take a single case to the

Kenyan courts – the community has to sell the few

possessions they have to gather enough money to insti-

tute proceedings in court – and have often lost. How

can we possibly imagine taking a case to the African

Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights all the

way in The Gambia – and even if we win it has no

meaning in Kenya because no one will ensure it is

respected?’ 120

That is the dilemma that is faced by many other

marginalized communities across the continent, as was

revealed by a group of minority peoples’ representatives

attending a seminar organized by Minority Rights Group

International (MRG) and partners in Pretoria, South

Africa, in March 2008.121

Related to the issue of enforcement of the African

Commission’s recommendations is the lack of a formal

follow-up mechanism. When the Assembly of Heads of

State and Government of the AU adopts the African

Commission’s activity reports, the Commission publishes

the report but does not follow up to ensure that the rec-

ommendations contained therein are implemented. At

present, the African Commission’s follow-up is made

through diplomatic notes verbales, during field missions

and during its ordinary sessions when state delegates are

present. In view of the results achieved, this approach has

proved to be unsatisfactory. According to a former mem-

ber of the African Commission, Professor Barney Pityana,

it is imperative that the African Commission devises an

effective mechanism to follow up on the implementation

of its recommendations to state parties.122 Pityana is of the

opinion that the African Commission should have a full-

time chairperson who would then use her good offices to

regularly engage states on the extent to which they have

complied with recommendations of the African Commis-

sion, among others.123 It is worth noting that the draft

rules of procedure that are being considered by the

African Commission envisages that the chair will be a

full-time position.124

Finally, cases before the African Commission often

take years to be resolved. Numerous postponements of

cases at the African Commission are the norm. That is

mainly due to the short period of time Commissioners

gather each year to consider cases, as well as its other

activities. The Commission sits twice a year in its ordinary

sessions (15 days per session). Consideration of cases is

normally allotted to about two or three days each ses-

sion.125 According to legal officers interviewed during the

African Commission’s 42nd Ordinary Session in Congo

Brazzaville: ‘even the most hardworking body can hardly

finalize the amount of cases that come before the Com-

mission at each session’.126

Judith Oder, a legal officer with INTERIGHTS, who

litigates on strategic cases of human rights violations

before the African Commission, decries the lack of timed

and dated schedules for the hearing of cases at the African

Commission.127 According to Judith: 

‘the lack of appropriate allocation of times and dates

when cases will be heard by the Commission means

that quite often, victims, potential witnesses and their

counsels waste a lot of time and resources hanging

around the venues of the Commission’s session, unsure

if their cases will be heard.’ 128
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That has the effect of limiting the capacity of certain

individuals and groups, especially the poor, to take cases

to the African Commission.

However, beyond the constraint of time, state parties

can also work to delay the finalization of cases at the

African Commission. Frequent requests for adjournment

of cases on the pretext that the state is not ready to pro-

ceed are notoriously common.129 This is despite being

served with the complainant’s submissions on time and

constant reminders from the Commission. The case

brought by the Endorois (a minority community in

Kenya) alleging violation of their land rights that is cur-

rently before the African Commission illustrates that

reality. In that particular case lodged by the Centre for

Minority Rights Development (CEMIRIDE) and co-

counsel MRG on behalf of the Endorois Community,130

the state initially refused to respond to the applicants and

the African Commission’s requests for a legal response. It

was only after the Commission had declared the case

admissible in 2005 – more than two years after the case

was lodged – that the state was jolted to respond. Today,

five years since the case was first seized by the Commis-

sion, a decision is still awaited. That is despite the African

Commission adopting interim measures during that peri-

od, appealing to Kenya to stop any activities on the

Endorois disputed land that continued to breach their

rights. 

Will the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights

be any different from the African Commission on Human

and Peoples’ Rights? How soon can victims of human

rights in Africa begin to take cases to that Court? In seek-

ing to answer those two key queries, it is important to

begin by tracing the evolution of this all-important insti-

tution in a bid to appreciate its scope, challenges and,

importantly, its potential to protect human rights in

Africa.
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The first working draft of the Protocol to the African

Charter was drafted by experts under the auspices of the

ICJ.131 The working draft was subsequently submitted to

the inaugural government experts’ meeting on drafting the

Protocol to the African Charter in Cape Town, South

Africa in September 1995.132

Cape Town was a politically significant choice for the

inaugural Protocol drafting meeting. The chains of

apartheid had just been cut loose. In 1994, the first multi-

racial elections that brought Nobel Laureate Nelson

Mandela to power had just been concluded. South Africa’s

Constitutional Court, that holds so much promise in

terms of giving meaning to the fundamental rights of all,

including minorities and indigenous peoples, had been

inaugurated in 1995. 

Members of civil society took an active role in the

drafting of the eventual Protocol. The ICJ was pivotal in

efforts to bring together judges, practising lawyers,

activists and academics across the African continent to

participate in deliberations on the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights.133 Some of the platforms

were held alongside the ordinary sessions of the African

Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights that have

since become known as the NGO forum.

The Cape Town meeting approved the draft Proto-

col.134 But it took a further two years to convene another

meeting of experts in the Mauritanian capital, Nouak-

chott in April 1997. The most fundamental outcomes of

the Nouakchott, meeting are five-fold. The resultant

amended draft Protocol: 

‘(1) introduced an amicable settlement into the Proto-

col for the first time; (2) increased the number of

ratifications required to bring the Protocol into force

from eleven to fifteen, (3) required the court to sit in

one instead of two chambers, (4) authorized the Assem-

bly of Heads of State and Government to intervene in

the process of removing judges from the human rights

court; and (5) effectively limited access to the Court to

the Commission and state parties to the Protocol.’ 135

A cursory glance at some of these changes (which were

essentially a reflection of the state suggestions) reveals the

member states’ desire to have greater control and influ-

ence over the African Court on Human and Peoples’

Rights. Some of these issues pose serious threats to the

Court’s effectiveness and possible commencement of its

mandate. 

The final text of the Protocol was adopted by the

Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the OAU

in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, in June 1998.136 It took

four solid years to arrive at a common position, a result of

intense negotiations and compromise. While that is not

unique to any treaty negotiation process, the stakes with the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights were

undoubtedly high. Although member states of the OAU

had yielded and accepted that an African Court on Human

and Peoples’ Rights was a prerequisite to an effective human

rights protection mechanism, they remained guarded.137

Ibrahim Badawi El Sheikh, the then chair of the

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights and

expert at the drafting process, reports that the issue of

access to the African Court ignited the most debate of all

the issues discussed during the drafting process.138 While

states were willing to submit to a regional judicial institu-

tion on one hand they were equally determined to

frustrate its functioning. As a result, NGOs and individu-

als are not granted direct access unless their states made

declarations permitting them. Apart from Mali and Burk-

ina Faso, no other country has granted direct access to

these groups (for a full discussion, see p. 20). 

The signature and ratification
process
Only 24 out of the possible 53 member states of the AU

were parties to the Protocol by the close of 2007.139 Even

the 24 ratifications have been garnered through serious

lobbying by members of civil society through a Coalition

for an Effective African Court.140 According to Ibrahima

Kane, a member of the Coalition: ‘while it is difficult to

empirically ascertain the amount of success the Coalition

has had in securing state ratifications, it has undoubtedly

managed to keep the issue afloat in public discourses’.141

Since adoption of the Protocol, the African Commission

on Human and Peoples’ Rights’ bi-annual ordinary ses-

The Protocol to the African Charter on
the Establishment of an African Court
on Human and Peoples’ Rights 
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sions have also without fail impressed upon member states

to ratify the Protocol.

Why are states reluctant to ratify the Protocol? A high-

ranking government official whose state is yet to ratify the

Protocol asked rhetorically: ‘Why would we want to sub-

ject ourselves to additional embarrassment from a regional

court? As it is we are still battling to fight negative infor-

mation and numerous cases at the African Commission

on Human and Peoples’ Rights from NGOs.’142

According to the state delegate, some states view the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights as an addi-

tional burden, and if they can they would rather avoid

being accountable to the institution. They have been

uneasy at the increasing willingness of the African Com-

mission to give NGOs with observer status greater access to

its work. For example, since 2006, the African Commission

posts submitted state reports on its website even before offi-

cial consideration. In turn, individuals and NGOs have

made use of these available reports to submit shadow

reports and prepare in earnest to engage states during their

presentation of the reports. While this is an innovative and

welcome development on the part of the African Commis-

sion – which had hitherto retained great secrecy around its

activities – it has not gone unchallenged by state parties.

Some states have gone to great lengths to block the publica-

tion of the African Commission’s annual state reports.143

The current status of the
African Court on Human and
Peoples’ Rights
The establishment and functioning of the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights is expected once it finalizes its

rules of procedure and the establishment of its secretariat in

Arusha. The exact date is not known given that the African

Court has spent more time dealing with logistics since the

judges were appointed 2006 than dealing with the real

issues. Indeed, according to the Vice-Chair of the African

Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights Mme Angela

Melo, instead of spending years talking about the rules of

procedure and logistics of its establishment, the African

Court should get down to business as soon as possible.144

She advises that the African Court could borrow from the

experience of the African Commission, whose review of its

Rules of Procedure was in the hands of a smaller subcom-

mittee of the African Commission that also incorporated

some members of the civil society and has since completed

its work within a year.145 Professor Barney Pityana, a former

member of the African Commission and now Vice-Chan-

cellor of the University of South Africa, concurs: 

‘It is difficult to comprehend why the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights, two years since its judges

were appointed, is still not operational. It is imperative

that the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights

begins without further delay its core functions of adju-

dicating human rights cases on the continent rather

than just meeting to talk about how to set up the

Court, a function that should be left to bureaucrats.’ 146

A decision by the AU Assembly to merge the African

Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights and the African

Court of Justice147 is causing further delays in establish-

ing the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights.

The decision to merge the two courts was, above all else,

occasioned by resource constraint considerations.148 A

draft legal instrument will replace the initial Protocols

establishing the two individual courts and establish an

institution to be named the ‘The African Court of Jus-

tice and Human Rights’.149 The African Court of Justice

and Human Rights will comprise a ‘General Section’

and a ‘Human Rights Section’.150 The merger legal

instrument envisages that, upon adoption and entry into

force, there will be a one-year transitional period, during

which time the African Court on Human and Peoples’

Rights – which is expected to be already operational –

will transfer its prerogatives, assets, rights and obliga-

tions to the fused court.151

One of the most contentious issues relating to the

fused court, is the right of individual and NGO access

(for full discussion see p. 20). The draft merger instru-

ment had originally dispensed with the requirement that

states make a declaration in order to allow individuals

and NGOs direct access to the African Court of Justice

and Human Rights.152 However, at the meeting of

Experts and Ministers of Justice/Attorneys General on

Legal Matters of the AU, which took place in April

2008 in Addis Ababa, the Ministers of Justice have rein-

stated that requirement. This was subsequently endorsed

by AU Heads of State summit at Sharm El Sheikh in

Egypt in July 2008. The fused court will also increase its

membership to 16 members from the current 11 of the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights.153

Some state officials have blamed the merger for the

continued delay in ratifying the Protocol to the African

Charter, alleging that: 

‘We made a decision to merge the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights and the African Court of Jus-

tice. In light of these circumstances we have been

consulting and have decided to wait until the merger

instrument is adopted so that we just sign one Protocol.’ 154
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One of the most immediate difficulties is the relationship

between the African Commission and the African Court.

The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights’ man-

date is to complement the protective mandate of the

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. The

two institutions are therefore expected to deliberate and

discuss how to harmonize their mandates in order to

avoid possible conflicts and overlaps. However, to this day

the two institutions have shied away from jointly dis-

cussing that complementarity. A member of the African

Commission has stated that: 

‘despite numerous attempts to get members of the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights to share

and deliberate their draft rules of procedure with the

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights,

such efforts have been thwarted in what we believe is

a superiority complex on their part.’ 155

Although more recently the African Commission and the

African Court have agreed to hold meetings to discuss

common areas of interest, failure to forge a close working

relationship could have serious consequences, particularly

as it seems likely that the African Commission will end

up ‘feeding’ cases to the African Court (see p. 20–1). Pro-

fessor Barney Pityana says: ‘In the event they fail to work

together it is likely to seriously compromise the effective-

ness of the Court in protecting the fundamental rights of

African peoples.’156

Overlaps of jurisdiction 
Another major concern remains the possible overlaps and

conflicts of jurisdiction between the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights and the sub-regional courts

of justice that have mushroomed in the recent past on the

continent.157 Some of these courts and tribunals include

the Court of Justice of the Economic Community of

West African States (ECOWAS);158 the East African Court

of Justice (EACJ);159 and the Tribunal of the Southern

African Development Community (SADC).160

Research in 2007 by Jackline Nyaga, a lecturer at the

University of Nairobi, reveals that there are possible juris-

dictional overlaps and conflicts that demand urgent

resolution to ensure that the courts do not duplicate

efforts and are effective in protecting human rights on the

continent.161

For example, some of these sub-regional courts, such

as the three mentioned, are expressly or implicitly vested

with jurisdiction to pronounce on human rights viola-

tions. The Protocol to the African Charter is silent on this

possibility and it is left to the judges to determine how

such overlaps will be resolved. There is a possibility that a

matter may be brought before a sub-regional court and

subsequently to the African Court on Human and Peo-

ples’ Rights. A question then arises as to whether the

sub-regional courts can be regarded as an international tri-

bunal, thereby precluding determination of the matters

before them by the African Court on Human and Peo-

ples’ Rights. In the event they are considered in this way,

matters before these courts would not be entertained by

the African Court on the grounds that they have already

been deliberated upon by another international tri-

bunal.162 It is therefore imperative that these institutions

share their rules of procedure in a bid to avoid possible

loop-holes that could potentially hamper the effectiveness

of the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights. 

Another potential difficulty is the interpretation of the

African Charter by these sub-regional treaty-monitoring

bodies.163 That may entail the bodies applying directly the

African Charter provisions in a dispute, or alternatively

relying on the African Charter and the jurisprudence of

the African Commission and the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights as a source of law.164 In either

of the two options, the interpretation of the sub-regional

treaty monitoring bodies may differ from that of the

African Commission or that of the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights. In view of the possibility of

different outcomes depending on which forum a litigant

decides to take a case to, there is need for proper coordi-

nation and harmony amongst the available platforms for

vindicating fundamental human rights.

Inevitably, the proliferation of these bodies – partly a

consequence of the failure to operationalize the African

Court more speedily165 – raises the possibility of ‘forum

shopping’ in a bid to maximize on available choices of

outcomes.166 That is particularly so where the different

platforms are likely to issue varied decisions on matters

before them. It is therefore imperative that these institu-

tions share information and cooperate on matters of

common interest.167 According to Chidi Odinkalu, a

senior legal officer with the Open Society Justice Initiative

and member of the Coalition for an Effective African

Court, such cooperation will ensure that ‘these institu-

The relationship between the African
Commission and the African Court
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tions are in a position to anticipate and respond to cases

of unwarranted forum shopping. By sharing jurisprudence

in completed cases, they will also be able to minimize the

opportunities for contradictory jurisprudence on the

African Charter.’168
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Competence of judges
The effectiveness of the African Court will be dependent

on the independence and competence of the individuals

who constitute its bench. The African Court is expected

to be an impartial arbiter between individuals and states

that violate their fundamental human rights. Under such

circumstances, judges of the African Court must be indi-

viduals of impeccable ethical character, independence and

competence – as laid down in the Protocol. 

The 11 inaugural and current judges of the African

Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights were sworn in on 

2 July 2006 by the AU Assembly in Banjul, The Gambia.

Only the President of the African Court will serve on a

full-time basis. The rest of the bench serves on a part-time

basis. However, the Coalition for an Effective Human

Rights Court has raised concerns about the competence

of the judges and the procedure under which they were

selected. It noted that the judges did not have demonstra-

ble human rights experience.169 It also criticized the

nomination process of most member states as flawed – it

had failed on account of not being open, transparent and

inclusive of civil society.170 According to Ahmed Motala: 

‘of the 21 candidates nominated by 16 states only

eight had any verifiable experience in human rights.

States seem to have ignored the requirements of the

Protocol that judges of the African Court on Human

and Peoples’ Rights have to be “jurists of high moral

character and of recognized practical, judicial, or aca-

demic competence and experience in the field of

human and peoples’ rights”.’ 171

However, although human rights experience is an impor-

tant credential for a member of a regional human rights

court, lack of it is not entirely fatal with regard to their

overall competence. A glance at their profiles suggests that

they are all experienced lawyers and/or academics.172 They

have served or qualify to be appointed as senior judges in

their respective domestic courts and are well read in mat-

ters of the law.173 However, given that the African Court

on Human and Peoples’ Rights is a specialized human

rights court, it would be useful to train them on applica-

ble international, regional and comparable human rights

law, including women’s rights. Such training is of

paramount important for the judges’ appreciation and

comprehension of the application human rights standards

and norms.

Independence and impartiality 
The Protocol includes some important guarantees to

ensure that the judges’ independence and impartiality are

secured. The safeguards rely extensively on international

law.174

However, as earlier intimated, what appears on paper

does not always translate into practice. The recent nomi-

nation process of judges to replace those whose terms had

lapsed in July 2008 raises a suspicion of possible threats to

the independence of the judges.

Although it is the prerogative of member states to

nominate judges for election to the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights, the decision by Uganda to

replace George Kanyeihamba with Joseph Mulenga was

fraught with controversy.175 Uganda is reported to have

blocked the nomination of Justice Kanyeihamba for fear

that he would ‘embarrass’ the state at the African Court.176

While there were no official reasons given by Uganda for

not nominating Justice Kanyeihamba to serve a second

term, members of the Coalition for an Effective African

Court expressed concern that the actions of Uganda could

spell disaster for the independence of judges of the

African Court. 

The nomination process in Uganda was shrouded in

mystery and, contrary to the requirement of the note ver-

bale by the AU Commission to member states on the

nomination process,177 members of civil society in Uganda

were not consulted nor was the process transparent. If it is

indeed true that his nomination was vetoed for fear that

he would ‘embarrass’ Uganda, this sets a bad precedent at

this early stage of the African Court’s existence. 

As the Ugandan nomination case has shown, there is

need to revisit the issue of security of tenure of the judges.

That could be, for instance, providing that judges serve a

specific non-renewable term of about six years. Six years

seems to be a reasonable period for the judges to have at

least made some contribution to the jurisprudence of the

African Court. 

Structure, mandate and composition
of the African Court on Human and
Peoples’ Rights
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Gender equality 
Another concern relating to the composition of the bench

is the absence of gender equality. Nine out of the 11

judges are men, depicting a strong gender imbalance in

the African Court’s bench.178 This is in stark contrast to

the African Commission, which, in a welcome develop-

ment, comprises at present, seven women out of a

possible 11 Commissioners – and its chair is a woman. It

is imperative that the appointment of judges of the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights ensures

gender equality. This is especially important given the

potentially ground-breaking role the Court could play in

establishing jurisprudence relating to women’s rights on

the continent (see see next section). 

Christine Butegwa, a Communications Officer with

the African Women’s Development and Communication

Network (FEMNET), is of the view that: 

‘having more women and gender-sensitive men as

judges in the African Court on Human and Peoples’

Rights will contribute to the progressive interpretation

of [the African Women’s Protocol] and ensure the pro-

motion of women’s rights, peace and development. It

is hoped that when the terms of office of male judges

come to an end in June 2008 and June 2010, compe-

tent women judges will replace them.’ 179

Substantive jurisdiction of the
African Court on Human and
Peoples’ Rights
The substantive jurisdiction of the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights is both adjudicatory and

advisory. That adjudicatory mandate ‘extends to all cases

and disputes submitted to the African Court on Human

and Peoples’ Rights concerning the interpretation and

application of the Charter, the Protocol and other rele-

vant human rights instruments ratified by the states

concerned’.180 The fact that other human rights treaties

ratified by states concerned fall within the jurisdiction of

the African Court presents various possible outcomes.

Depending on how the African Court interprets that

mandate, it is likely to give far wider notice to interna-

tional legal resources, standards and norms than is

currently the practice with the African Commission. In

so doing the African Court will make use of alternative

legal resources from other international and regional

standard-setting mechanisms. Some of these might

include the recently adopted UN Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the UN Declaration

on the Rights of Minorities by state parties. Employing

such diverse legal tools has the potential to give a wider

meaning to the fundamental human and peoples’ rights

than restricting its sources of law to the African Charter. 

The African Court will therefore have a unique

opportunity to interpret and determine violations of

other important human rights treaties within the AU

framework. These include the OAU Convention Gov-

erning the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in

Africa and the Protocol to the African Charter on the

Rights of Women in Africa. The interpretation of the

latter will be particularly important for the development

of women’s rights on the continent. 

The Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa

enshrines important provisions which eliminate all forms

of discrimination against women in Africa. Importantly

for minority and indigenous women, the Protocol guar-

antees their dignity,181 prohibits all forms of harmful

practices,182 guarantees protection during armed

conflicts183 as well as access to justice and equal protec-

tion of the law,184 and economic social and cultural

rights.185 Significantly, the Protocol expressly calls upon

state parties to take special measures to ‘ensure the pro-

tection of women from marginalized population

groups’.186 Such measures would inevitably include affir-

mative action measures to redress the precarious human

rights situation of minority and indigenous women in

Africa. These are some of the issues which, while gener-

ally affecting all women, are a particularly serious

concern among minority and indigenous women.187

Indeed, Christine Butegwa notes that ‘test cases on

women’s rights could provide the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights with early strategic opportu-

nities to advance the African women’s rights and set

precedents for domestic courts’.188

It is particularly important that the African Court

takes on these cases because, up until now, the African

Commission has not. According to the outgoing Special

Rapporteur on the Rights of Women in Africa, Com-

missioner Angela Melo: ‘so far there have been no cases

alleging violation of women’s rights that have been taken

by women to the African Commission on Human and

Peoples’ Rights’.189 Although there are multiple violations

of women’s rights on the continent, Commissioner Melo

identifies that the hindrances: ‘among others have been

due to lack of awareness, poverty, societal patriarchal

attitudes and even lack of legal capacity to take cases to

not just the regional human rights mechanism but also

the domestic courts’.190 She proposes that the African

Court should take a proactive stance when dealing with

allegations of breaches of women’s rights by facilitating

women lodging and sustaining cases at the African

Commission, for example through provision of legal aid,

as stipulated by the Protocol to the African Charter.191
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Equally, the African Court can hear cases that could

be submitted by the Committee on the Rights and Wel-

fare of the Child on violations of children rights as

protected by the African Charter on the Rights and Wel-

fare of the Child in Africa.192

Such cases are likely to call upon the African Court to

attach a legally binding force to the Committee on the

Rights of the Child’s recommendations or to hear them

anew, thereby ensuring that the African Court’s enforce-

ment mechanism is activated. 

While protecting all African children, the African

Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child is particu-

larly useful for minority and indigenous children because

of its comprehensive provisions protecting these children

against the double discrimination they face as children

and as members of minorities. Some of these include, for

example, an obligation on state parties to: 

‘take appropriate measures with a view to achieving the

full realization of the right to education and in partic-

ular … take special measures in respect of female,

gifted and disadvantaged children, to ensure equal

access to education for all sections of the community’.193

The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the

Child also provides important protection for minority

and indigenous children by obliging state parties to ‘take

all appropriate measures to eliminate harmful social and

cultural practices affecting the welfare, dignity, normal

growth and development of the child’.194 While some of

those harmful practices, such as early marriages and

female genital mutilation, affect many children, they are

of particularly serious concern among minority chil-

dren.195 It is therefore imperative that the Committee on

the Rights and Welfare of the Child cooperates and col-

laborates with the African Court to protect indigenous

and minority children from such practices.

The African Court might also extend its considera-

tion of cases to other treaties that may not expressly

appear to be human rights treaties. That is because some

of the existing regional and sub-regional instruments,

such as bilateral and multilateral economic treaties, may

have a human rights trajectory. That is, notwithstanding

the Protocol’s qualification to only ‘human rights treaties

ratified’.196 Some of these treaties could include the sub-

regional economic treaties of the ECOWAS, the East

African Community (EAC), the SADC, the Common

Market for East and Southern Africa (COMESA) and

such others.197 Others include treaties to protect bio-

diversity, natural resources, democracy, peace and

security, all of which have an impact on the

protection/abuse of human rights.

In terms of the Protocol to the African Charter, the

African Court has the mandate to interpret and deliber-

ate on other international human rights treaties198 ratified

by the states concerned beyond the continental scope,

such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Eco-

nomic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the

Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination

Against Women (CEDAW). That provision is alive with

possibilities and potential for the African Court to accord

protection to victims of human rights violations on the

continent in line with international standards, norms and

developing jurisprudence. 

In its advisory jurisdiction the ‘Court may provide an

opinion on any legal matter relating to the Charter or

any other relevant human rights instruments, provided

that the subject matter of the opinion is not related to a

matter being examined by the Commission’.199 Requests

for advisory opinions can be made by ‘a member state of

the African Union, the AU, any of its organs, or any

African organization recognized by the AU’.200 It is

instructive to note that ‘African organizations recognized

by the African Union’ have the capacity to request advi-

sory opinions. Although the qualification ‘African’ has

not been defined, it is envisaged that NGOs granted

observer status with the African Commission on Human

and Peoples’ Rights and the ECOSOC will be able to

make requests for advisory opinions. Although advisory

opinions are not binding they have ‘profound persuasive

force and international repercussions’.201 Advisory opin-

ions will therefore play a critical role in the protection of

human rights on the continent. That is particularly so in

light of the fact that NGOs may not have direct access to

the African Court to submit cases. Through advisory

opinions NGOs will have an avenue to seek interpreta-

tion of the Charter and other instruments in a bid to

protect fundamental human rights on the continent.

Innocent Maja, the Executive Director of the CEMIRI-

DE, sees the advisory opinion possibility at the African

Court as an excellent opportunity for minority and

indigenous peoples to seek legal opinions from the

African Court on issues of minority rights protection 

that could be useful for influencing legislation at the

national level.202
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Personal jurisdiction of the
African Court on Human and
Peoples’ Rights – access to the
court, lessons from other
jurisdictions
The Protocol to the African Charter provides for both a

compulsory and optional personal jurisdiction.203 The

compulsory jurisdiction of the African Court entitles the

following bodies to submit cases:

• The African Commission

• The state party which has lodged a complaint at the

African Commission

• The state party against which the complaint has been

lodged at the African Commission

• The state party whose citizen is a victim of a human

rights violation

• African intergovernmental organizations.

Additionally, ‘when a state party has an interest in a case

it may submit a request to the Court to be permitted to

join’.204

The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights

will exercise optional jurisdiction with regard to cases sub-

mitted by ‘non-governmental organizations with observer

status before the Commission and individuals’.205 In that

regard, only those states that have allowed NGOs and

individuals to institute cases against them will be able to

do so. This presents a huge problem since only two states,

Mali and Burkina-Faso, have made the declaration allow-

ing individuals and NGOs such direct access to the

African Court. Individuals and NGOs from the rest of

the states that do not give such permission will rely on the

African Commission to take cases to the African Court.

This means that, apart from individuals from Mali and

Burkina Faso, no one else from the rest of the African

countries can take cases directly to the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights. 

Constraining direct access to the African Court will

undoubtedly affect the number of cases it receives.

Indeed, if the African Court does not receive cases from

the African Commission as soon as it is ready, its effec-

tiveness and legitimacy will be greatly compromised. In

the likely possibility that states – as has been the experi-

ence of the African Commission – do not take cases to

the African Court, the Court will mainly rely on cases

referred by the African Commission. However, there is no

guarantee that the African Commission will submit a sig-

nificant number or, indeed, any cases to the African

Court when it becomes functional. In the event that the

African Commission fails to submit cases to the African

Court as soon as it is ready, the African Commission will

deny victims of human rights violations an opportunity to

seek justice before the African Court. It is therefore cru-

cially important that safeguards are enacted to prevent

that from happening. 

The limitation will delay the full functioning and

operationalization of the African Court. That is because,

as noted with regard to the African Commission’s experi-

ence, it is individuals and NGOs that have sustained the

African Commission’s cases mechanism, which is equally

going to be the case with the African Court. Indeed, apart

from one case involving the Democratic Republic of

Congo against Uganda and Rwanda, there is no other

case on record before the African Commission submitted

by states. On the other hand there are in excess of 350

cases (355 cases by the 42nd Ordinary Session) that have

been submitted by NGOs and individuals.206

Ibrahim Badawi El Sheikh, a former Chair of the

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, who

was also one of the drafters of the Protocol to the African

Charter, acknowledges that ‘the question of allowing

NGOs and individuals to submit cases to the African

Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights was one of the

most complicated issues during the consideration of the

Draft Protocol.’207 The restriction emerged after intense

pressure from states such as Nigeria and Sudan, which

were averse to a strong mechanism that could be utilized

by individuals and NGOs to scrutinize their poor human

rights records.208 It is instructive to note that the African

Court will issue binding and authoritative decisions that

will attract sanctions to recalcitrant states.

While the African Commission and the African Court

are reviewing their rules of procedure, vital lessons could

be drawn from the Inter-American human rights system.

David Padilla, a former Assistant Executive Secretary to

the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, urges

the African Commission to avoid the mistakes made by

the Inter-American Commission.209 These include a failure

to submit cases to the African Court in its early years –

the early 1980s. It took six years from its establishment

before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights

received its first case, in 1986, from the Inter-American

Human Rights Commission.210 Since the amendment of

the Inter-American Commission’s Rules of Procedure in

2001, however, individuals and NGOs are allowed to be

parties to cases.211 Previously, the Inter-American Human

Rights Commission used to represent victims before the

Inter-American Court on Human Rights and victims

could not be heard or submit cases. Currently, individuals

and NGOs act as legal advisors in the cases brought by

the Inter-American Human Rights Commission before

the Inter-American Court, which facilitates active partici-
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pation in the litigation.212 By allowing victims of human

rights violations and their counsels to actively participate

in proceedings of the Inter-American Court as parties, the

Inter-American Human Rights Commission has enhanced

and improved its protection mechanism.213 Indeed, that

practice has significantly improved the accessibility of the

Inter-American Court on Human Rights for individuals

and NGOs, a system that could be borrowed by the

African human rights system.

Similarly, before the European Human Rights Com-

mission was abolished in 1998, only the Commission and

a state party could submit cases to the European Court of

Human Rights.214 The reforms of 1998, aimed at restruc-

turing the European human rights system to ensure

efficiency and avoiding duplication of efforts, allowed

individuals of all state parties to the European Conven-

tion on Human Rights direct access to the European

Court of Human Rights.215

What, then, needs to be done to allow individuals and

NGOs in Africa to access the African Court on Human

and Peoples’ Rights in view of its Protocol constraints? If

individuals and NGOs are to access the African Court

through the African Commission, this will require an

amendment to the African Commission’s Rules of Proce-

dure. Professor Frans Viljoen of the University of Pretoria

foresees three probable scenarios for facilitating such

access: ‘firstly the African Commission on Human and

Peoples’ Rights could act as a mere conduit for individuals

and NGOs cases to the African Court’.216 The African

Commission, upon receipt of complaints, would proceed

to submit them to the African Court without substantive

consideration. If such an approach is adopted the African

Commission would submit as many cases as possible. 

Second, the African Commission could also first assess

if a matter is admissible and whether it raises pertinent

issues that deserve the African Court’s adjudication. That

way the African Commission would be acting like a sieve

and only submitting cases which it is convinced presents

contentious issues. Professor Makau Mutua, the chair of a

Kenyan NGO, the Kenya Human Rights Commission,

and distinguished professor of human rights at Buffalo

Law School in the USA, favours such an approach. He

suggests that the African Court should be the regional

forum that builds human rights jurisprudence of far-

reaching continental interpretation and application.217

Accordingly, the African Court should consider cases

whose body of law would enhance African states’ realiza-

tion of human rights for their peoples.

In so doing the African Court would expend its efforts

on complaints of human rights violations that have a

regional impact, or whose determination would inform

similar cases in Africa. It is instructive to note that the

African Court is not obliged to consider all cases that are

submitted to it. The Protocol to the African Charter pro-

vides for transfer of cases to the African Commission

from the African Court.218 That means that the African

Court can decide which cases to determine, and it is

envisaged that the African Court would be informed by

some of these jurisprudential considerations. The African

Court’s rules of procedure, currently being finalized, will

hopefully address the criteria for those possibilities.

Third, the African Commission could submit cases

where it has failed to reach an amicable settlement

between the parties. Such an option is available before the

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights when a

settlement becomes elusive.219

Additionally, in the event that the African Commis-

sion has issued a recommendation and the state has failed

to implement it, the African Commission could submit it

to the African Court for adoption, thereby attracting

sanctions. 

Procedure of the African Court
on Human and Peoples’ Rights:
hearings, legal aid,
investigations 

In a welcome departure from the practice of the African

Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, the African

Court’s hearings shall be conducted in public unless oth-

erwise stipulated in the Court’s rules of procedure.220 The

Protocol to the African Charter further provides that any

party to a case shall be entitled to be represented by a

legal representative of the party’s choice. Free legal repre-

sentation may be provided where the interests of justice so

require.221 That is a welcome development, since the lack

of financial capacity of most indigenous peoples and

minorities has often barred these groups from instituting

cases before domestic, regional and international

forums.222 According to Dr Naomi Kipuri, a member of

the indigenous Maasai community of Kenya, the possibil-

ity that the African Court will provide legal aid will

overcome that barrier.223 However, in order to give effect

to that provision, and to ensure that indigenous peoples

and minorities access justice, sufficient financial resources

must be put at the disposal of the African Court to facili-

tate legal aid. The African Court will rely on the AU, and

possibly on external funding, to sustain its operations. 

Although the Protocol to the African Charter does not

provide time limits within which a matter must be dis-

posed, it is instructive to note that it requires a judgment

to be issued within 90 days of conclusion of

deliberations.224 That may be construed to require of the

African Court that it ensures a speedy dispensation of
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cases. That will be a welcome departure from the African

Commission, which has no stipulated time within which

to issue a decision. The African Court also requires state

parties to comply with its decisions within a given time

frame.225 That signifies a clear departure from the practice

of the African Commission, an arrangement that is

expected to enhance the African human rights protection

mechanism. Korir Singoei, the lead counsel in the

CEMIRIDE case at the African Commission, is hopeful

that the delays in finalizing cases that are presently the

norm at the African Commission will, as a result, be a

thing of the past with the coming of the African Court.226

It is hoped that once the African Court has set a date for

a hearing, unless there are extremely compelling reasons

to adjourn, matters will usually proceed. Victims of

human rights violations will therefore have the opportuni-

ty to prepare and, where possible, attend the hearings

with expert witnesses if appropriate. 

‘The Court shall hear submissions by all parties and if

deemed necessary, hold an enquiry.’227 This could mean

that the African Court may institute its own investigation,

either to ascertain the allegations or seek clarification. It

has been argued that, by resorting to conducting investi-

gations, in essence the African Court would be carrying

out a similar mandate to that of the African Commission

envisioned in Article 46 (the African Commission may

resort to any appropriate method of investigation).228 Pro-

fessor Frans Viljoen argues that such a role would best be

carried out by the African Commission, and thus the two

institutions would devise an efficient division of labour.229

That is because the African Commission has an express

mandate to resort to any appropriate method of investiga-

tion,230 including the fact-finding investigations that so far

have been conducted in Ethiopia, Nigeria and Zimbabwe.

Given that both institutions may find it appropriate to

hold an investigation to establish facts, it is imperative

that such an enquiry serve both institutions. Such a divi-

sion of labour would ensure that the two institutions do

not duplicate efforts and that the African Court concen-

trates on the adjudication part of solving human rights

disputes. ‘Such practical concerns will determine the via-

bility of the coexistence of the Court and the

Commission.’231

The need for complementarity of the two institutions

is further underscored by the fact that, on cases instituted

by individuals and NGOs, the African Court may request

the opinion of the African Commission before ruling on

their admissibility.232 The African Commission will there-

fore continue to play a pivotal role in the adjudication of

cases before the African Court.

The African Court is also empowered to adopt provi-

sional measures – interim rulings on urgent cases233 – a

procedure developed by the African Commission under

its Rules of Procedure.234 To deal with urgent cases, the

African Court has the power to make interim findings on

matters of extreme gravity and urgency. Such decisions

will be binding and not mere recommendations.235 States

are therefore obliged to treat those findings with the same

weight as final decisions.236 According to Yobo Rutin, the

acting executive director of CEMIRIDE: ‘We are waiting

in earnest for the African Court on Human and Peoples’

Rights to become operational due the fact that its deci-

sions, including its interim measures, shall be binding and

thus implemented.’237

Amicus curiae
Amicus curiae or ‘friend of the court’238 is a useful develop-

ment before regional human rights monitoring bodies.239

The rationale for allowing amicus curiae briefs before the

courts is to benefit from statements, evidence or legal rea-

soning that will enable a court to make a well-reasoned

and just decision.240 The Inter-American Court on

Human Rights has allowed amicus briefs under Rule

45(1) of its Rules of Procedure.

The African Court will also benefit from the unbiased

expertise of amicus briefs to enrich its jurisprudence. The

Protocol to the African Charter makes provision for ami-

cus curiae briefs through Article 26, which allows written

or oral evidence that can be adduced to include that of

experts. Expert testimony, in this case, could include sub-

missions by experts and individuals working with victims

of human rights to assist the African Court arrive at

informed and just decisions. 

Amicus curiae briefs will be particularly important in

cases before the African Court that involve vulnerable and

marginalized groups, such as minorities and indigenous

peoples. Given that minority peoples are often handi-

capped with regard to accessing and sourcing

documentary proof to support allegations of human rights

violations, experts working on the subject would signifi-

cantly aid the African Court and victims to furnish

documentary proof. The experts, including NGOs work-

ing in the area of promotion and protection of minority

rights, would as a result assist the African Court to devel-

op a rich jurisprudence through extensive and

comparative research. 

Decisions of the African Court
on Human and Peoples’ Rights
The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights may try

to reach an amicable settlement on a case pending before it

in accordance with the provisions of the Charter.241 Pur-

suant to Article 28 of the Protocol, the African Court shall

render its judgment within 90 days of having completed its
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deliberations. The judgment of the African Court is final

and not subject to an appeal, although there is a possibility

of review in the event of new evidence. All decisions shall

be accompanied by reasons. The African Court may order

appropriate remedies, including fair compensation and

reparations.242 There is also the possibility of a dissenting

opinion under the Protocol, which is not envisaged under

the African Commission practice so far.243

All parties to the case shall be notified of the judgment

and it shall be transmitted to the member states of the

AU and the AU Commission.244 The Executive Council

shall also be notified and will be responsible for monitor-

ing the execution of the judgment.

Remedies and enforcement
The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights will

issue binding decisions and order specific remedies.245

Where the African Court finds a ‘violation of a human or

peoples’ rights it shall make appropriate orders to remedy

the violation, including the payment of fair compensation

or reparations’.246 At comparable regional human rights

courts such as at the Inter-American Court on Human

Rights, remedies have included ordering the ‘state to

amend or repeal law’.247 The Inter-American Convention

on Human Rights goes further to ensure that decisions

are implemented by providing that ‘reparations ordered

by the Inter-American Court on Human Rights can be

enforced in national courts’.248 Were the African Court to

emulate the Inter-American Court, victims of human

rights in Africa would indeed find real protection of their

fundamental human rights. Such an approach is adopted

by one of the progressive sub-regional courts, the ECOW-

AS Court of Justice, whose judgments are enforceable at

the highest domestic court.249

The European Court of Human Rights similarly

orders remedies which recently have included punitive

damages and non-monetary relief such as restitution.250

The European Court on Human Rights relies on the

Committee of Ministers,251 the equivalent of the AU Exec-

utive Council, to ensure compliance with judgments of

the European Court of Human Rights. Article 8 of the

Statute of the Council of Europe confers on the Commit-

tee of Ministers the power to sanction non-compliant

member states. However, the Council of Europe has gen-

erally not employed sanctions against member states,

instead preferring to engage them diplomatically with rel-

ative success. 

In order for the African Court to be effective, it is

hoped that African states will respect its decisions without

waiting for the General Assembly of Heads of State and

Government (General Assembly) to use its powers of

adopting sanctions. Although the General Assembly has

powers to call upon states to respect decisions of the AU

institutions, it is imperative that states themselves feel

obliged to respect those decisions and take the relevant

actions. Granted, in the absence of amicable implementa-

tion of the decision, it is expected that the AU will be

proactive in enforcing the African Court’s decisions by all

necessary means. That could include imposition of sanc-

tions as provided for in its Constitutive Act.252 According

to the Act: 

‘any member state that fails to comply with the deci-

sions and policies of the Union may be subject to

other sanctions such as the denial of transport and

communications links with other member states, and

other measures of a political and economic nature to

be determined by the Assembly’.253

Indeed, well aware that states may fail to comply, with the

decisions of the African Court, the Protocol to the African

Charter provides that the AU Executive Council shall

monitor the execution of the African Court’s judgments

on behalf of the General Assembly.254 The express provision

for a monitoring agent is a welcome development. Deci-

sions of the African Court, including cases in which

recalcitrant states have failed to abide by the African

Court’s ruling, will be submitted to the General Assembly

for action.255 Therefore, in line with the Constitutive Act

of the AU, in the event state parties fail to adhere to deci-

sions of the African Court, the AU Executive Council will

recommend imposition of appropriate sanctions. Accord-

ing to Ibrahim Njobdi Amadou, director of LELEWAL –

an NGO that deals with human rights issues of the

Mbororo minority peoples of Cameroon: 

‘that the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights

decisions shall be binding and thus enforceable is very

encouraging. That will ensure that minority peoples

and other marginalized groups who previously did not

have much hope in the regional human rights mecha-

nism, such as women, shall seek the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights’ protection when they fail

to find such protection by the national courts’. 256

The role of NGOs and individuals (including victims and

parties to the cases) in the execution of judgments of the

African Court cannot be underestimated. Ben Kioko,

legal counsel to the AU, says: ‘The role of non-govern-

mental organizations and individuals in monitoring and

evaluating the execution of judgments is crucial, as has

been the case with the democratization process on the

continent in the last decade.’257 By actively lobbying and

exerting pressure on the state, NGOs and individuals can

influence a speedy implementation of the judgments.
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Where that fails, they can draw the attention of the pub-

lic through the media and other such platforms to

ensure that the state honours its obligations. The nam-

ing and shaming strategy can similarly be employed

against recalcitrant member states.

Undoubtedly, the legitimacy and credibility of the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights will be

measured by the extent to which its judgments are

enforced domestically. According to Ben Kioko: 

‘Non-implementation of the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights decisions would render

the institution a white elephant and contribute to

an atmosphere of impunity, which would be most

unfortunate when some progress seems to have been

made in addressing impunity on the continent.’ 258

Indeed, the African Court must guard its legitimacy

with vigour by ensuring that its judgments make a dif-

ference to the people for whom it is meant to accord

protection. 

Ms Bintu Jalia Lukumu Abwooli, a member of the

Ugandan Parliament and chair of the Parliamentary

Committee on Equal Opportunities, advises members of

civil society to keep the African Court and recalcitrant

states on their toes by exerting enough pressure to

ensure that decisions of the African Court are imple-

mented and enforced.259 According to the Ugandan MP: 

‘globalization has opened many doors, including

enhancing the capacity of vulnerable groups to

employ modern technology such as emails, blogs and

the mass media to raise awareness and draw the

attention of the international community to human

rights violations. In the same way, victims of human

rights wrongs and members of civil society can blow

the horn to ensure that governments respect the

African Court’s decisions.’ 260

She adds: 

‘It is not enough to only expect the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights to follow up on the deci-

sions it has made – which is expected of the

institution – but with the combined efforts of the

victims and a vibrant civil society, states are likely to

respect the African Court on Human and Peoples’

Rights rulings.’ 261
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Conclusion

The African human rights system, as anchored by the

African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, despite

numerous challenges is full of promise with regard to the

protection of human and peoples’ rights on the continent.

While it has been a long and onerous journey towards an

effective protection and promotion mechanism – that is

still a long way from being realized – the African Com-

mission on Human and Peoples’ Rights has undoubtedly

laid the ground for greater advances. The adoption of the

Protocol to the African Charter raised hopes among vic-

tims of human rights violations, including indigenous and

minority peoples, that finally their human rights misery

would be a thing of the past. 

However, for the reasons elaborated in this report,

there is still no certainly as to when the African Court will

consider its first case. Part of the solution lies with the

states themselves: ultimately, they have to show the politi-

cal will to support the African Court. African states

should therefore step up their ratification of the Protocol,

as well as move to declare direct access to the Court for

individuals and NGOs. 

However, part of the solution lies in the hands of the

African Court and African Commission, who must work

swiftly to harmonize their rules of procedure. As these

processes are delayed, individuals across the continent

continue to suffer human rights violations and the situa-

tion is all the more precarious for indigenous and

minority peoples, who are often additionally excluded in

fact and law from accessing domestic human rights pro-

tection mechanisms.

In addition, it is essential that African peoples, includ-

ing minority and indigenous peoples, are aware of the

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights’ potential

and ability to redress human rights violations. According

to Professor Barney Pityana: 

‘It is unfortunate that judges of the African Court on

Human and Peoples’ Rights and indeed the Court

itself has not provided much information, if any, to

the public it is expected serve on progress made, which

is a cause for concern. It is essential that the African

Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights provides suffi-

cient information on its progress if it hopes to receive

requisite support and cases from individuals and the

peoples it is created to protect.’ 262

The enforcement and implementation of its decisions can

also be influenced by the role played by victims of human

rights violations to illuminate the African Court’s deci-

sions and the measures adopted by the state.

The ten years since the instrument establishing the

African Court was adopted is a long time for the African

Court not to have considered a single case. The African

Court should ensure that the hopes and confidence of

African peoples regarding the effectiveness of the institution

to protect their fundamental rights are not a pipe dream.
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To the AU
• Amend the instrument establishing the merged AU

Court of Justice and Human Rights to allow NGOs

and individuals to have direct access to the fused

Court.

• Provide sufficient human and financial resources to

the African Commission and the African Court to

ensure they discharge their mandates efficiently and

effectively.

• Guarantee judges of the African Court security of

tenure through, for instance, providing for a non-

renewable fixed term of six years.

To AU member states 
• Make a declaration allowing individuals and NGOs to

have direct access to the African Court. 

• Provide for clear procedures for executing the African

Court’s judgments within their national frameworks.

• Give due regard to the issue of gender equality in the

nomination and appointment of members of the

African Court. 

• Engage and consult members of civil society when

nominating judges to the African Court to ensure

transparency. 

To the African Commission and
the African Court on Human
and Peoples’ Rights 
• Both institutions should confer and consult each other

with a view to resolving the issue of complementarity

and, importantly, the issue of individuals and NGOs

having access to the African Court. 

• Through their rules of procedure, both institutions

should harmonize and structure a coherent framework

of how NGOs and individuals can access the African

Court through the African Commission. 

• Exhibit and maintain independence from political

interference from the AU or individual member states. 

• Judges of the African Court should receive training on

the application of international and regional human

rights standards and norms, and in particular the stan-

dards and comparative jurisprudence on the rights of

minorities and indigenous peoples.

• Utilize all available mechanisms to ensure that states

and the AU Assembly take the African Court’s deci-

sions seriously. This will include regular briefings of

the Executive Council of the AU on states that may

fail to take heed of the African Court’s decisions. 

• Expressly and clearly propose specific ways in which

recalcitrant states should be compelled to abide by the

decisions of the African Court, including adoption of

targeted sanctions. 

• Maintain close cooperation with the responsible gov-

ernment departments for purposes of follow-up on the

implementation of the African Court’s decisions. 

• Facilitate the provision of legal aid to individuals,

especially minorities and indigenous peoples, who

often lack the means to take cases to the Court.

• Maintain visibility and presence through dissemina-

tion of their work through modern technology such as

user-friendly websites and list serves.

• Cultivate a good working relationship with the media,

the public and members of civil society to enhance

awareness of the two institutions, the process of taking

cases and remedies available. 

To minorities and members of
civil society 
• Take cases from marginalized groups such as indige-

nous and minority peoples to the African Court and

support them through the process. 

• Support and guard against any possible interference in

the independence of the African Court.

• Intensify efforts to lobby more member states to make

a declaration allowing individuals and NGOs to have

direct access to the African Court.

• Assist the African Court in follow-up and monitor

compliance of implementation of the decisions of the

Court.

• Assist the African Court to harness expertise, skills and

information to enhance the research capacity of the

African Court and the African Commission.

• Continuously engage with the process of operational-

izing and proper functioning of the African Court

through research, lobbying and sensitizing govern-

ments and the public. 

Recommendations
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To donors and development
agencies 

• Establish a common pool of funds to finance the oper-

ations of the African Commission on Human and

Peoples’ Rights and the African Court.

• Fund sustainable internship programmes to the

African Court and the African Commission.

To law schools and law
societies/bar associations 

• Train law students and lawyers on the African human

rights system in a bid to ensure that more people are

aware of and can utilize the regional human rights

protection mechanisms to realize fundamental human

rights at the continental level.
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MRG relies on the generous support of institutions and
individuals to further our work. All donations received
contribute directly to our projects with minorities and
indigenous peoples. 

One valuable way to support us is to subscribe to our
report series. Subscribers receive regular MRG reports
and our annual review. We also have over 100 titles which
can be purchased from our publications catalogue and
website. In addition, MRG publications are available to
minority and indigenous peoples’ organizations through
our library scheme.

MRG’s unique publications provide well-researched,
accurate and impartial information on minority and
indigenous peoples’ rights worldwide. We offer critical
analysis and new perspectives on international issues.
Our specialist training materials include essential guides
for NGOs and others on international human rights
instruments, and on accessing international bodies. Many
MRG publications have been translated into several
languages.

If you would like to know more about MRG, how to support
us and how to work with us, please visit our website
www.minorityrights.org, or contact our London office.
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It has been ten years since the African Heads of State
signed the Protocol to establish the African Court of
Human and Peoples’ Rights at the Organization of African
Unity summit in Burkina Faso in 1998. Yet the African
Court has yet to hear a case.

There is great need for a functioning and effective human
rights monitoring body, for all those living on the African
continent, and especially for minorities and indigenous
peoples, who are particularly affected by human rights
violations both in major crises and on a daily basis – and
who, because of their marginalization, are often ignored by
governments.

This report looks at the context of human rights in Africa
and describes what has been achieved in establishing the
African Court. It also examines the difficulties that
currently prevent the African Court and the African
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights working
together in a complementary way and problems regarding
the processes giving access to the Court. 

The report gives an accessible, readable and up-to-the-
minute account of the African Court on Human and
Peoples’ Rights which will be of value to all who are
concerned with advancing and protecting human rights in
Africa.
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